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ANNOUNCE!31!TS 

The Lunar Section of the A.L.P .0. We are glad to announce that we now have a 
Lunar Section in our Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers, The Lunar Re
corders are: 

1. Walter H. Haas 
1203 N. Alameda Blvd, 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 

2. Dr, James Q, Gant 
The Montana 
1726 M St,, N,W, 
Washington 6, D.C, 

3. Alika K. Herring 
3273 Liberty Blvd, 
South Gate, Calif, 

It is requested that observers continue to send all lunar records to the Editor. 
Dr. Gant and Mr. Herring will assist with the resulting correspondence, study, and 
analysis, Both these colleagues have long been keen students of the moon, and we 
are very fortunate to have them as Lunar Recorders, 

It is our hope that this new arrangement will promote fruitful lunar studies in 
the A.L.P.O. and will enable us to participate more effectively in the work of the 
new International Lunar Society, 

Drawgng Mars-Like Artificial Discs, We invite attention to some experiments per
formed y Messrs. R. Cunningham iiil"S":" Bieda on artificial discs constructed to re
semble the planet Mars as reported in the Sky Observer, ~and £Observatory for 
June 20, 1956. Correspondence may be directed to the Observatory at 29 Clareview 
Ave., San Jose 27, Calif, There are published reproductions of 16 master discs and 
a drawing of each one, besides rather detailed interpretation of the results. Of 
course, experiments of this kind are not new, but they can still be interesting and 
instructive; and if they are carried out with sufficient care, they may give valu
able hints about possible errors in our lunar and planetary drawings. 

Concerning Reporting of Observations of Martian Clouds, Mr. Frank Vaughn, our 
Mars Recorder, requests that the following announcement be published: 

"A communication has been received from Dr. Seymour L. Hess, of Lowell Observ
atory. Due to a misunderstanding a general appeal was published in The Strolling 
Astronomer, requesting observations of Martian clouds to be submittea-to Lowell 
Observatory, It is Dr, Hess' wish that such cloud observations be submitted to the 
Mars Recorder of A.L.P.O., who will plot them, then forwarding the work to Lowell, 
for use and interpretation by Dr. Hess. In his publication of the results, full 
credit will be accorded all participants. 

"Your Recorder would like to be on record as urging strongly full cooperation in 
this program, as being one of great importance both in Hartian cli:uatology and in 
airling in the effort to know more about the physical nature of the surface and at
mosphere, 

"Naturally all observers will report clouds seen, generally by means of sketches 
showing their relationship to well-lmown markings. It is further asked that if any 
observer notes a cloud (whether a well-defined small patch, or a large and diffuse 
object), he should rAgard it as an important object, and endeavor to follow it for 
several hours, and especially on succeeding nights, noting carefully any change in 
appearance or movement in the interim, 

"Dr. Hess is so eminently qualified to make the best use of our cooperation that 
the il.l'lcorder ••••••• , hopes all observing members will make a good effort," 



Moonwatch. We ~~elude in this issue of The Strolling Astronomer the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory Bulletin for Visual Observers of Satellites, No. 2. Moon
watch, the code name for the visualprogram of observations upon the coming arti
ficial satellites, has now reached a phase where all amateurs who ~~sh to partici
pate are ltrged to organize their stations and teams of observers as quickly as poss
ible. As mentioned in Bulletin No. 2, a nation-wide practice satellite alert is 
planned for near the end of 1956. 

We hope very much that all A.L.P.O. members who can will participate actively in 
Moonwatch. It will surely be a great thrill for any of us to see one of the sa
tellites- a man-made body in orbit beyond the earth's atmosphere. More important, 
it will be an achievement for us amateurs to prove ourselves equal to the responsi
bilities and problems entailed in this program. 

by Walter H. Haas 

We call the attention of our readers to the occurrence of a total eclipse of the 
moon visible under very favorable conditions over most of the United States- weather 
permitting! The circumstances are as follows: 

Universal Pacific 
Time Standard Time 

Moon enters penumbra 1956, Nov. 18, 4h om Nov. 17, 8:00 P.M. 

Moon enters umbra 5 3 9:03 P.M. 

Total eclipse begins 6 8 10:08 P.M. 

Middle of the eclipse 6 48 10:48 P.M. 

Total eclipse ends 7 27 11:27 P.M. 

Moon leaves umbra 8 33 Nov. 18,12:33 A.M. 

Moon leaves penumbra 9 35 1:35 A.M. 

Please add one hour to P.S.T. to get M.S.T., two hours for C.S.T., and three hours 
for E.S.T. The moon's declination at the time of this eclipse is 20 degrees north 
of the celestial equator, making the moon high in the Sky in our latitudes. It is 
always interesting during lunar eclipses to watch the changing colors on the moon 
and the occuJ.tation of sta:t:s and perhaps also to estimate the stellar magnitude of 
the dimned moon. We would like to direct attention to three more unusual programs: 

1. Searches for possible lunar meteors and/or possible lunar 
meteoritic impact-flares. 

2. Searches for possible lunar surface changes produced by the eclipse. 

3. Searches for possible small sub-satellites travelling in orbits 
aroUIXI the moon. 

Our A.L.P.o. lunar meteor search program, capably directed by Mr. Robert M. Adams, 
is already familiar to most readers of this periodical. The chief advantage of 
watching for possible lunar meteors during an eclipse of the moon is that simultan
eous observations are then possible over almost half of the whole earth, whereas the 
earth-lit portions of-a near-new moon can be simultaneously observed under favorable 
conditions of sky-darkness and lunar altitude above the horizon from a far more lim
ited geographical region. It a'1pears evident that lunar meteor searches are best 
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carried out only while the eclipse is total and that during the 79 minutes of to
tality on November 18 the whole moon should be watched ~ carefully and ~ nearly 
continuous1y ~ possible. A low power should be used in order to show the entire 
moon. 

In reporting searches for possible lunar meteors or meteoritic impact-flashes one 
should give the usual data about observer, station, telescope, magnification, seeing 
(or steadiness), and transparency. In addition, one should record the beginning and 
ending times for the search, the number of minutes spent in actual watching (since 
there may be interruptions or it may be necessary to take time to move a telescope 
lacking a drive), the region watched if for any reason not the whole moon, and the 
results. 

If any unusual bright objects are seen, the most important data to record are the 
exact time of appearance, if at all possible to the nearest second, and the precise 
IOCation on the moon, perhaps marked on a chart relative to known lunar features. 
If two independent observers many miles apart independently and simultaneously re
cord a bright object at the same place on the moon, that object was not in the 
earth's atmosphere and was hardly an illusion. Such observers will have made the 
most significant contribution to date to lunar meteorics. Other desired data, less 
critical but still of interest, upon unusual bright objects found during these 
searches are: the apparent angular diameter, the stellar magnitude, the length of 
path (either in angular units or relative to some crater) and the lunar direction of 
motion or alternately a statement that the object was stationar,r on the lunar surface 
(but please don't just call it a "flash"!), the duration of visibility, the color, 
and any other noteworthy characteristics. If an observer merely suspects an object, 
he should report it as suspected; for someone else may rave had a clearer view of 
the same object. 

As most of our readers know already, many lunar areas go through periodical 
changes of a rather curious sort. Thus dark areas on the floor of Eratosthenes 
darken as lunar noon apyroaches and fade out again under afternoon lighting, the 
white area around Linne diminishes in size toward its lunar noon and then enlarges 
again, and the dark bands on the east inner wall of Aristarchus darken more or less 
progressively from sunrise until sunset shadow covers them. W.H. Pickering, who 
pioneered the study of such variable lunar areas, imputed them to physical changes 
on the surface of the moon, to vegetation of some hardy kind, to frost, to lunar 
clouds, etc. Many others have preferred not to follow Professor Pickering in this 
interpretation but have instead attributed the apparent changes to the ever-varJing 
solar lighting of the lunar surface. A lunar eclipse offers some possibility of 
distinguishing between the two points of view, incident light and physical change. 
If the apparent changes represent real physical changes, then they might well be 
affected by the rapid and extreme fall of temperature when they are covered by the 
earth's shadow and by the subsequent very rapid rise in temperature when sunlight 
returns. Thus these areas might show aspects abnormal for the full moon just after 
the ecllf>se. If, however, changing solar lighting completely explains our variable 
areas, then an eclipse can have no effect on their appearance. Past studies of 
eclipses have indicated that most variable lunar areas are not affected to an observ
able extent but that a few eclipse-caused changes do occur and that the same lunar 
area may be differently affected at different eclipses. However, more observations 
are needed. 

The following objects are suitable to study for possible eclipse-caused changes: 

1. Linn:. Watch carefully the size, brightness, and sharpness of the 
white area around this crater. Equipped observers should measure uith a filar 
micrometer the diameter of this white area. 

2. Eratosthenes. Estimate the intensities of the dark areas on the floor 
and walls, expecially of those in the east half of the floor. 

3. Grimaldi. Watch for changes in the darkness of the floor, or parts 
thereof, and in the brightness of the bright spots along the west wall. Pay 
especially close attention to the three bright spots forming a right triangle 
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near the northwestern rim of Grimaldi. 

4. Atlas. Watch the intensity and anpearance of the two main dark areas 
on the floor, the one near the south wall and the other northwest of the central 
mountains, and of the narrow dark band joining these two areas. 

5. Stoefler. Examine carefully the dark areas on the floor, and compare 
the intensities of those in its east and west parts. 

6. Conan. Note the size, brightness, and general appearance of the floor 
"cloud", a variable somewhat triangular white area based upon the northwest wall. 

7. Riccioli. Watch closely the south tip of the conspicuous dark area 
in this crater, and note its darkness. Micrometrical measures of the north-south 
length of this dark area are desired; otherwise, the latitude of the south end 
relative to other lunar objects should be carefully estbnated. Note whether the 
south end is pointed or rounded. 

There are no objections to studying other apparently changing lunar areas. How
ever, it is important to get results from a number of different observers upon each 
area. Therefore, we request that each observer study at least two of the seven 
~ listed. No one should attell!Pt to study~ than four lunar areas in all; 
otherwise, there will be time only for superficial views. I!Xieed, most observers 
will do best to select only two or three objects. The ~ telescope ~ the ~ 
eyepiece should be used for all observations in this program in order to eliminate 
one fruitful source of false variations in the appearance of lunar features. It is 
obiviously important to know the usual full-moon appearance of the regions watched 
for eclipse-caused changes. Photographs of good quality can here be helpful. How
ever, visual check observations with the telescope and eyepiece being used in the 
program can scarcely become too numerous. The lunar areas being studied should be 
observed, if possible, before immersion in the umbra, on the night before the eclip
se and also on the night after, and in at least one other lunation at about the same 
solar illumination as will prevail on the night of the eclipse. 

It is best to make many of the observations suggested by comparisons to other 
lunar features not far away. For example, the darkness of the floor~of Grimaldi 
may be compared to that of Oceanus Procellarum, and the size of Linne may be com
pared to that of a number of white spots on Mare Serenitatis. Such relative esti
mates of intensities and sizes are likely to be far more dependable than attempted 
absolute ones. ~ch observer should select the comparison-areas he de=ires to use 
with some care. Here again good photographs of the full moon can be helpful, but it 
will b& an important advantage on the night of the eclipse to have gained thorough 
familiarity at the telescope with each lunar object being watched for possible 
eclipse-caused changes and with its neighboring comparison-areas. 

On the night of the eclipse each object on the program should be examined care
fully soon after it leaves the umbral shadow. If anything in the least abnormal is 
seen, it should bereobserv'iid"""at short~ls either until the normal full-moon 
appearance returns or else for as long as possible. One must be very ~ here 
not to be deceived by penumbral illumination, and it is probably quite impossible 
on this account to detect eclipse-caused changes that do not endure for stleast 15 
minutes. In testing for penum~ral effects on the aspect of lunar areas, it is an 
advantage to be able to compare the appearance a certain time after emersion from 
the umbra with the appearance about the same time before immersion in the umbra. 

Of course, the time of each observation in this whole program must be noted if 
the record is to have value. Observers are further requested to time when each ob
ject that they watch enters the umbral shadow and when it leaves the umbra. 

Observers possessing large enough telescopes and equipped for photography can 
~ce a splendid contribution to this program by obtaining a series of good photo
graphs which can be studied for possible eclipse-caused changes. 

As for searches far possible small satellites of the moo1;1, we can do no better 
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than to refer readers to Mr. R. M, Baum 1s article on pp. 7-11 of the January-Feb
ruary, 1956 Strolling Astronomer, It will certainly require some care to detect 
such a body visually, for it is almost certain to be dimmer than the tenth stellar 
magnitude. It will look exactly like a star, and it must be identified solely by 
means of the fact that it shares the motion of the moon among the stars. We under
stand that a photographic search is planned at the Lowell Observatory, and it will 
be interesting to learn of their results. 

We wish all A.L.P,O, members clear skies on November 18, and hope to receive 
their observational reports as soon as possible after the eclipse. 

VOLCANIC OR METEORITIC? 

by Brian Warner 

Members of both sects of lunar-crater formation theories appear to think that 
they have the majority opinion. It has become so annoying that C, A. Cross, of 
the B.A.A. Lunar Section, has decided to carry out a poll to see just how many of 
each really do exist, The results from the afore-mentioned Lunar Section are now 
just about complete, the response not being over-great, At the suggestion of the 
writer, C,A. Cross has agreed to analyze the results of another poll- that of the 
A,L.P .0. 

Let us briefly examine a few of the opinions of some of the contemporary seleno
firaphers: 

R. Barker: "There are two schools of thought on the or1g1n of the larger lunar 
formations: most of us support the volcanic theory, but a minority uphold the 
meteoric dynamic impact theory". {1), 

P.A. Moore: "The meteorite theory still has many supporters, but it is signifi
cant that no practical lunar observers have any use for it nowadays", (2), 

G, Fielder: • ••••• no volcanic theories could be accepted by the writer (Fielder), 
largely because they had no theoretical bases". (3). 

D,W,G, Arthur leans towards a random distribution, and hence towards the impact 
theory, though he admits that no mention was made of crater-chains in his article.(4). 

Kuiper is a definite •meteoricist", although he contends that the craters were 
formed from impacts of "accreted sub-satellites". 

In view of the great differences in opinion among the people who "should know", 
it is of great importance to find out what the majority feel, 

It would be a great help if all A.L.P.O. members who feel that they know suffi
cent about the lunar surface features would write to me and air their views. It 
would be best if the opinions were as short as possible, and also if, in the case 
of believing both impact and volcanic forces to be used, the percentages of each 
force implied were included, 

C,A, Cross will carefully analyze the views and set out a report so that members 
may see whether they hold the majority or minority opinion, The results cannot 
prove that either of the theories is correct, but it will give a good idea of which 
is the more likely to be the correct, 

To make this poll a success, it will need as many "votes" as possible, so let it 
be said~~ YOU! 

What do ~ think? 

References 1 

1) J,B,A.A., June, 19~5. P• 21, 
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2) Guide to the Planets, P. !. Moore, p, 78, 

3) "The Moon" - Journal of the Lunar Section of the B,A.A,, Vol.3, No.1, 
p. 13. 

4) "The Distribution of Lunar Craters", D,W,G, Arthur, J .B.A.A., Feb.l954, 
p, 127. 

Postscript~~· Mr. Warner's address is 2, Diamond Cottages, Crawley 
Down, Sussex, England, We urge our readers to "vote" by writing to him there, 

CASSINI 1S BRIGHT SPOT -----
by Dinsmore Alter 

Every lunar observer knows some of the tricky effects which lighting plays on 
various parts of the lunar surface, Despite this general knowledge, observers often 
misinterpret such transient effects as being permanent changes, Linne and the pair 
of craters, Messier and W,H, Pickering, are especially notorious in this matter, An
other place that is well worthy of study is the bright spot just north of Lexell, 
About this spot Goodacre writes: 

"Between the E. wall of Walter and Hell is a deep valley, 
30 miles in length, and at its end is a group of bright mountains. 
From these mountains extends a bright surface, 1Tisible as such 
under low illumination, This is probably the spot where Cassini 
saw a white cloud, which soon disappeared, and in its place he 
saw a new formation, This bright area lies between Walter, Hell 
and Lexell; it is not associated with any crater, being apparently 
an enlargement of one of the Tycho rays, 11 

That part of the description by Goodacre is entirely incorrect where he states 
that it is not associated with any crater, Cassini 1s statement of a crater at the 
spot is correct, although we must be skeptical of his conclusion that it was new in 
his time, This skepticism may be considered almost a certainty, especially when we 
read Goodacre 1s statement that there is no crater, A photograph made by Moore and 
Chappell at the Lick Observatory on July 6, 1938, at phase 9.3 days, exhibits the 
crater as a rather inconspicuous dark spot in the center of the pright area (Figure 
1). Probably it would be even less conspicuous at some adjacent phase, thus ac
counting for Goodacre's statement, It would indicate that Goodacre observed it over 
a rather narrow range of phase, 

A more interestin~ tAing, however, is the apparent shifting of the bright spot 
with respect to the crater, In the photograph made by Moore and Chappell on 1937, 
October 6, at phase 22 days, the center of the spot is distinctly north and e~st ~f 
the crater (Figure 2), Also the crater now appears considerably large~ than 1t.did 
in the photograph at the earlier phase, The third photograph shown (F1gure 3) 1S 
one which I made on the 30th of July of this year, The bright spot is very close to 
the terminator, Four valleys are seen to converge at a point near tbe western edge 
of a ridge, The detail that is visible is very different from what one would have 
expected it to be, 

This bright spot is connected intimately with one section of what incorrectly 
has been called the "round the moon" ray from Tycho, 

THE URANUS-NEPTUNE SECTION REPORT NO, 1: 
PLANS FOR 1957-- -

by Leonard Abbey, Jr, 

(Paper read at the A,L,P.O. Convention at Flagstaff on Sept.l, 1956) 

At first glance it seems that amateur investigations of Uranus are quite useless; 
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Figure 1. Photograph cr Moon by Moore and Chappell at Lick Observatory, 

July 7, 1938: 4h 2tn 38s, U.T. 
Age ot Moon 9 days, 7 hours, 12,6 mins, 
Co1ongitude 24°.2. 
The arrows point to Cassini•s Bright Spot, 



Fi gure 2. Photograph of Moon by" Moore and Chappell at Lick Observa t or;r. 

October 26, 1937. 13h 41m 08 , U.T. 
Age of Moon 22 days, 1 hr. , 43. 2 mins. 
Co1ongitude 173°.8. 
The arrows point to Cassini1s Bright Spot. 



Figure 3. Photograph of Moon by Dr. Dinsmore Alter with Mount Wilson 6o-Inch 
Cassegrain Reflector. 

July 30, 1956. llh 2~ 155 , U.T. 
Age of Moon 22 days, 6 hrs., 52 mins. 
Colongitude 183°.1. 
The arrows point to Cassini's Bright Spot. 
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however, after looking a little further into the matter, one soon sees that a con
certed effort by ALPO members could be s~risingld valuable. In keeping watch over 
the 1110on and planets, we of the ALPO are the m st of a tremen::l.ous task, an::l. the 
new UrallUII program co~oses no smarr part of what lies ahead. 

Only two fields of Uranian investigation are open to the amateur, but these are 
enough to keep one busy for quite a number of years. 

'file first is a study or the planet's nriable brightness. A change of 0.15 
stellar magnitudes, with a period of 10.8 hours was discovered by Leon Campbell in 
1917. This variation, which probably was caused by some surface marking, seems to 
have disappeared in recent years. More recently, a change of 0.3 magnitudes, with 
a period of 8.4 years, has been foun::l. by W. Becker in analyzing observations made 
between 1864 and 1942. However, in 1952, when this system predicted a minimum 
brightness, the planet was brighter than it had been for quite a few years. 

An analysis or the situation by G.D. Roth, in 1953, shows that a fluctuation from 
magnitude 5.1 to 6.4 is to be expected from physical and geometric causes. However, 
the observed range is only from magnitude 5.3 to 6.2. Even allowing for all known 
causes of variation, discrepancies as large as o.4 magnitudes have occurred in re
cent years. 

It is likely that ran::l.om fluctuations of the belts am zones or Uranus (which 
are similar to those exhibited by Jupiter and Saturn) play their part in these dis
crepancies. But, it so, these should effect short period variations similar to 
those noted by Campbell. 

As comparison stars of the order of Uranus 1 magnitude are bound to be scattered 
over a rather large area, the planata.ry" observer is likely to find that the field of 
a high powered, long focal ratio telescope is much too Sltlllll. Instead, he should 
procure a small refractor, finder, or even a good pair of b:!nocuJars, with a magni-

! fication in the order of 5X to 15X. This program will require several years of !:!!-
1@: observing, but it will be well worth it to have a complete picture of the 
\situation. 

The second program is a search for surface markings by visual means. Although 
a Skyscope suffices to show the planet as a disk, an aperture of 20 to 25 inches 
should be necessary to show clearly any surface markings. 

Most drawings which havl!l been turned in, though showing faint surface tints, can 
not be regarded as conclusive, and something more accurate must be had. before defi
nite inferences may be drawn as to the physical appearance of Uranus 1 surface. When 
e.xamining drawings of this planet, it should be kept in mind that the inclination 
or the pole to our line of sight is now near 39°. 

On several occasions during the last winter, I examined the planet with the 30 
inch Cassegrainian reflector of the Bradley Observatory at Agnes Scott College in 
Decatur, Georgia. Under powers or 255X and 390X the planet's surface appeared COIII

pletely blank. However, it should be noted that seeing conditions were rather poor, 
land a magnification of only 10 diameters per inch was used on the average. 

1 While not many members could reach these instrumental requirements, it is possi
lble that some may have access to instruments of this size at nearby observatories. 
!Arrangements for use or these telescopes should be made as early as possible, and 
~the Recorder should be notified of the observer's intentions (even though they may 
:not materialize) as soon as is feasible. 

Members who have been watching Uranus are asked to continue to do so. Special 
note should be made of any light or dusky spots. Interested observers will be sup
,plied with charts of the planet's path, with the magnitudes of all stars suitable 
ifor comparison purposes marked. Instructions for magnitude estimation also will be 
!distributed. !!! observers who are interested in these programs should contact the 
iRecorder as soon as possible, and their names will be placed on the Section's mall
ling list to receive further information and instructions. 
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I certainly hope that numerous members will find this work interesting; for a 
few years of extended observations may well treble our knowledge of these particular 
aspects of the Herschelian planet, 

In a few years we may be able to apply the same techniques to Neptune; but first 
we must perfect them on Uranus, 

!. ~ ON THE 1956 ASTRONOMICAL ~ CONVENTION 

by E. Downey Funck 

The McAllister, the largest hotel in Miami, Florida, was the site of the Tenth 
Annual Convention of the Astronomical League, Delegates began arriving early on 
Sunday,July 1st, After registration, the afternoon and evening were left open for 
sightseeing, meeting old friends arrl making new acquaintances, 

At 10:30 on Monday morning the Convention was opened with Miss Grace Scholz, 
President of the League, presiding, The invocation was given by Mr. Gabriel Heater, 
well-known news commentator, followed by an address of welcome by the Mayor of 
Miami, the Honorable Randall Christmas, The rest of the morning session included 
the roll call of member societies and reports of officers and section chairmen, 
At the present time there are 88 regular member societies, 17 junior societies, 26 
members-at-large, 2 affiliate members, and 7 supporting members in the League, 
(The A.L.F.O. is one of the affiliate members,-Editor) During the last year 17 as
trQno~ clubs and 3 members-at-large have joined the League, 

The first afternoon session was well attended as this was the Lunar and Planetary 
Section under the direction of A.L.P.O. member Dr. James Q, Gant of Washington, D.C. 
Papers by such noted people as John Bagby, Rolland La Pelle, David Barcroft, Dr, 
William Calder, Patrick Moore, Walter Haas, Owen Ranck and Leonard Abbey were pre
sented, A paper on Mars by our own Director, Walter Haas, was thought to be so 
timely that it was immediately mimeographed and was distributed to all the delegates 
present. 

The second session under the chairmanship of Dr, H. Franklin Williams, Vice 
President of the University of Miami, was intitled "The Frontiers of Astrono~• and 
included a paper on •Tfie LU!llicon in Astrono~• by Dr, Albert G, Wilson, Dr. Edward 
Lilley of the Naval Research Laboratory spoke on "Research Trends in Radio Astrono
~"• and Dr. Harlow Shapley on "The Borders of Astronomy". 

On Monday evening the delegates had a choice of taking a sightseeing cruise on 
the bay or of journeying to the U.S, Naval Observatory Time Station at Richmond, Fla. 

On Tuesday at 9:30 A,M, the Observing Session got under way, with Vice President 
Russell Maag presiding, Papers included ones by James Bartlett, Jr., Guenter Roth 
(German,y), Dr. Werner Sandner (German,y), Robert Adams (on the A,L.P.O, Lunar Meteor 
Search Project), Thomas Cragg, Terry Schmidt, John Farrell, and Matt Taggart, 

The noon Business Meeting saw the election of the following National Officers for 
the coming year: President, Grace C, Scholz; Vice President, Russell Maag; Secre
tary, Gene Tandy; Treasurer, Chandler Holton; and Excutive Secretary, Wilma A, 
Cherup, 

Tuesday afternoon was set aside for "Zero Minus One Year," a discussion of the 
I,G,Y, satellite program, G.R. Wright, Chairman of the League's Satellite Program, 
introduced Dr. Fred L. Whipple, Director of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observa~ 
tory, Dr, J, Allen Hynek, Associate Director of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Obser
vatory, and Dr, Armand Spitz, Coordinator of Visual Observations of the artificial 
satellites, Dr, Whipple spoke on "The Artificial Satellites"; Dr, Hynek, on "Satel
lite Observing Methods"; and Dr, Spitz, on "Visual Satellite Tracking," On display 
were the various types of optical instruments being considered for satellite track
ing, (See also Bulletin for Visual Observers of Satellites, No, 2 in this issue.--
Editor.) --- - --
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A highlight of the Convention ~s the banquet crowded with amatel~ astronomers 
from all over the country. The Astronomical League Award is presented at the ban
quet. This year the coveted Award went to Miss Charlie M. Noble of the Fort Worth, 
Texas Children's ~~seum for her outstanding work with the junior astronomers of Fort 
Worth. The keynote speech was given by Dr. Harlow Shapley, his subject being "Fun 
with Planet Number Three". 

Wednesday, July 4th, found a new session directed by Arthur Smith, Jr. There 
~s a discussion on club programs. Those taking part were Dr. Armand Spitz, Charlet 
A. Federer,Jr., Clarence E. Johnson, and Ed Bailey. The Junior Session is al~ys 
well attended. Clarence Johnson, Chairman, read papers and introduced eleven Junicr 
Astronomers. After lunch, the Instrumentation Session, conducted by Tyrus Tripp, 
heard a paper by Dr. Boris Jaskovich, of the National Observatory, Havana, Cuba, and 
a paper upon the highlights of ten years with the Astronomical League by Ml.ss· Mabel 
stearns. 

Following the final Business Session, 65 members boarded the s.s. Florida for the 
trip to Havana:, Cuba. While in Cuba the group were the guests of the Cuban Navy 
and the Cuban amateurs. A buffet supper ~s held in the League's honor at the Na
tional Observatory, followed by a talk by Dr. Shapley and by observing through the 
Observatory's 10-inch Zeiss refractor. Later visits were made to the Observatory 
of Dr. Mary (24-inch reflector), Belen College Observatory, University of Havana 
Observatory, Abascal Observatory (amateur), La Salle College Planetarium, and the 
Naval Academy at ~!ariel. Returning on the s.s. Florida on Monday, July 9th, the 
members started home with memories of a fine 1956 Convention. 

Next year's Convention will be held at Kansas City over the Laber Day weekend. 
We urge you to prepare papers on A.L.P.O. subjects for the Convention and to make 
plans to attend in person. 

PROGRESS REPORT ON THE A.L.P.O. ~ ~ ~ ~ 

by Robert M. Adams 

The project upon possible lunar meteors has now been unde~y for a year. This 
paper will concern itself with work from November, 1955 to July, 1956, inclusive. 
We have been able to achieve some overlapping in time but no so much as hoped for. 
However, we have several teams who are now working and submitting results. These 
teams achieve some overlapping, and their reports are valuable. 

The following people have been engaged in the lunar meteor search project since 
last November: 

Lenzo Dove, Broad~y, Va. 4-inch refr. 
w. F. Duncan, Galveston, Texas. 6-inch refl. 
Clinton Ford, Suffield, Conn. 2i-inch refr. and 10-inch refl. 
G. H. Johnstone, Albuquerque, N. Mexico. 6-inch refl. 
Jerome Kaltenhauser, Lindstrom, Minn. 6-inch refl. 
Charles Martens, Charles City, Iows. 7!--inch refl. 
Ian c. McLennan, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Several instruments. 
Contributing observers: Franklin Loehde, John Mandrusiak, Richard Henry, Garey 
~lisa, and David ~en. 
Robert Miles, Woodland, Calif. 8-inch refl. and 12-inch refl. 
Eugene Spiess, Manchester, Conn. 3-inch and 5-inch retrs. 
Harry stubbs, Stearns Observatory, Milton, Mass. 8-inch refl. and 5!-inch refr. 
Contributing observers: Daniel Macpherson, Henry Rogerson, Sam Lord, and Peter 
Colby. 
Steadman Thompson, Columbus, Ohio. Several instruments. 
Contributing observers: Robert Leasure, w. Price, and H. Parvenmire. 
W. A. Warren, Lachine, Quebec, Canada. 
(Miss) I.K. Williamson, Hontreal, Canada. 3-inch retr. and 5-inch refl. 
Contributing observers: M. Mackensie, Katherine Zorgo, !IQd D. Yane. 

Difficulties confronting observers who attempted to follow the time schedule were 
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enormous. Clouds, fog, trees, freezing weather, business engagements, etc. com
bined to h~er observations. Mr. McLennan reports from Edmonton "· •.• I had told 
one of our observers to get the time of any flashes as accurately as possible, so 
he took his alarm clock outsidP. with him ••.••• Twenty minutes later he looked to see 
what time it was, and the clock had frozen stiffl 11 Incidentally, Mr. McLennan re
ports that he froze his nose when it was 38 degrees below zero. Talk about dedi
cation to science! The net result of our experiences was a minimum of overlapping. 
There were ~ confirmations of flashes, but there were several reported flashes. 

Mr. Dove saw two dim lit~jhts defining short arcs and spaced 36 minutes apart on 
October~· 19SS at oh l1 and rJl SJm, U.T. Mr. Dove also reports for July 13, 
l9S6 at l ym, U.T. a shining light lasting some three minutes in the night hemi
sphere well east of Mare Crisium beyond what he believes to be the last lighted 
mountain peak. Mr. Duncan writes that he saw a momentary increase in brightness of 
a small circumscribed area on July 4, l9S6 at 9h S<fl (1), U.T. Mr. Johnstone re
ports a thin streak of yellow light over Mare Humorum at 3h Slm on April 16, l9S6, 
U.T. Mr. Mi~s reports a brief flash in the position of the crater Proclus on May 
16, l9S6 at 6 J<fl, U.T. Mr. Spiess is convinced that on December 18, l9SS at 
Qh om ISs, u.T. he saw a yellowish white light trail, south to northeast, in the 
southwest q'U.al!rant about 200 to 300 miles long. He also saw a white light on April 
IS, 19S6 at 2'' 2fU S4s. It was near the southeast cusp 1 going southeast to north
ves~cross the unilluminated area. It lastfid 2! seconds, and Mr. Spiess thinks 
that it was a plane. On April 14, l9S6 at 2 5ffi he saw a flash, and three times 
more at the same locale (eastern end of Mare Frigoris) he saw glows at 2h ICJ'll ~paced 
one second apart. Then, still in the same lunar position, he saw a flash at 2 2om 
33s. Mr. Spiess .stopped his observations at 2h 25ffi, U.T. One wonders whether he 
would have seen further activity if he had remained at his 'scope. Mr. Stubbs saw 
several flashes on April 6, l9S6 from ah JaM to 9h Jom, u. T. The three most con
vincing one11 were at ah 42m on the Mare Tranquillitatls near Arago, at 9h 1m at the 
southwest edge. of Mare Serenitatis near Dawes and Plinius, and at 9h 13m south of 
Jansen. All flashes were brief and apparently left no trails. On April IS, 19S6 
at 1h 34111 , U. T. Mr. Stubbs saw a flash of about the eighth stellar magnitude with 
a duration of less than a second in the Gassendi area. It was yellowish in color. 
This flash seeJIIS to be shdlar to the one reported by Mr. Johnstone on the following 
night at Albuquerque, N. Mexico. 

There were many instances of overlapping negative reports. Mr. McLennan's group 
reported 3 to 4 hours of observation over several nights, using four observers • 
.!U.ss Williamson's group overlapped on June 1+, June 12, and July 12, 19S6, over 
about 3 hours at differing .times. Mr. Stubbs reports over 18 hours of overlapping 
observations by two or three observers from December, 19SS to April, 19S6, inclusive~ 
There were one or two instances of overlapping by individuals widely separated in 
space. 

An examination of the various reports submitted begins to indicate that there 
may be visible flashes on the moon;, but certainly the increasing amount of overlapp
ing, especially by teams, is significant. The successive flashes observed by Mr. 
Spiess on April 14, l9S6 are reminiscent of the report by Mr. Miles in~ Strolling 
Astronomer, Vol. 10, Nos. l and 2, pg. 20 and by Mr. Brian Warner in the November
December, l9SS issue. Perhaps with increasing overlapping we shall begin to obtain 
confirmations. 

As to the future of our project, it begins to look as though the work of teams 
is going to produce .confirmations of lunar meteors; but scientifically, the best 
confirmation is still going to be the results of observers far apart in space and 
unknown to each other. We have had so many difficulties with time schedules that 
perhaps it would be wise to abandon their rigid use and to observe as observe can. 
Some sort of a loose time schedule could be used as a guider 

3,4, or S-day old moon, 6 to 7 P.M., local standard time, October through Feb. 
S or 6-day old moon, 9 to 10 P.M., local standard time, March through September. 
24 and 2S-day old moon, 5:30 to 6:30A.M., local standard time, October through 

February. 
24, 2S, and 26-day old moon, 2:30 to 3:30 A.M.,local standard time,March through 

September. 
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Particular attention should be paid to the total lunar eclipse taking place on 
November 18, 19S6 and described elsewhere in this issue. ~observers should be 
on the lookout that night, and they should submit their reports on the following 
day if possible. The observations should extend into the partial phase. 

We are looking forward to many more interesting events as the lunar meteor re
search project contirrues to grow. Macy thanks to all who have contributed. 

Postscript !?z ~. Adams. Since writing the above, I have read Dr. Stuart's 
article iJ1 the ~cli-April, 19S6 Strolling Astronomer regarding the remarkable 
photo-visual observation of a "meteorite on the moonu. Perhaps it is not unreason
able to believe that there is a So-So chance that the phenomenon was a 111eteor which 
was headed directly toward the observer. As long as the object was not recorded 
elsewhere by an independent observer visually and /or photographically, it would 
seem that proof of lunar meteoritic impact is still in question. Since th' publica
tion of Dr. Stuart's article we have had a definite drop in the number of reports 
received. It would seem that a photograph like the one he submitted should en
courage observers to redouble their efforts rather than the reverse. The photograpb 
presents a challenge. 

ON THE PROSPECTS~~~~ A.L.P.O. ~ ~S~ 

by Steadman Thompson 
(Paper read at the A.L.P.O. Convention at Flagstaff on Sept.. 1, 1956) 

~In astronOJiical literature there are a large number o! reports o! flash
es and streaks of light seen bT lunar observers. For BIUIII typical recent occur
rences, see references (1, 2, 3). None of these reports can be considered proof 
that mateorites strike the moon or its possible a'tllosphere because none of the 
occurrences has been simultaneously observed by two or more independent observers. 
Hence, the poesibility that they are telescopic meteors in the earth's atmosphere 
between the observer and the moon cannot be ruled out. To remedy this situation 
and to obtain, if possible, proof of the reality of lunar meteorites, Mr. Robert II. 
Adams proposed to Walter H. Haas a cOoperative observation prograa whereb7 a n'llllbs
of observers would work in strictly limited time brackets to make possible dupli
cate observations of the same phenomenon and hence to establish the existence of 
lunar aeteo:rs (4). Subsequently Mr. Adams undertook the labor of heading and co
ordinating the Lunar Meteor Search (L.M.S.) and enlisted a nUIIIber of observers who 
are now engaged in a continuing program (5). 

Analysis: In evaluating the chances for success of this program, use has been 
Jlllde of data given by Baldwin ( 6). Adapting a figure from Wylie ( 7), Baldwin 
arrives at a figure of 448 meteorites of ten pound mass, large enough to be easily 
visible from the earth, hitting the moon each year. As he points out, half of 
these, on the average, would strike the far side, leaving only 224 meteorites per 
year to become possible data for the L.M.S. Baldwin continues his discussion using 
certain assumed conditions and arrives at a conclusion that such collisions would 
not be seen or, if seen, would not be reported. However, his data, analysed under 
the specific conditions of the L.M.S., indicate that there is good reason to be
lieve that the first confirmed lunar meteoritic impact-flare will be found in the 
near future. 

Illumination: It is assumed that flashes of meteorites striking the moon would 
only be seen against the dark side, the flashes bright enough to be seen on the 
bright side being rare enough to be completely negligible. For the specific· times 
of the L.M.S. for the last half of 1956- assumed to be a tYPical half year - the 
fraction of the moon illuminated (calculated from the tables in the A.E.N.A.) 
averages .349 which means that only 65.1% of the meteorites striking the near side 
could be detected. 

Time of Observation: On 26 dates in the last half of 19S6 the L.M.S. calls for 
13lli0iirsof observation, or a rate of 27 hours per year which, divided by 8766 
hours in a year, indicates that duplicate observations will be lllade .3o8%. of the 
year. 
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Attention: Practical experience by the author :iniicates that tn'en a firlll intent 
tc watch steadily cannot prevent eye wa!Xl.ering or miDi wandering during the long 
periods of enforced sitting still. Some factcr, probably between .8, am .95, 
should be included tc :iniicate incomplete attention. 

Results: The number of iJnpact-flashes the L.M.s. should pick up per J11U ia 
thus: 224 x .651 x .00308 x .9 = .404 or, the most probable length of tiM between 
flashes actually observed by the program should be 2.48 years. 

This assumes complete coverage of the 27 hour per year schedule with 100% over
lap during each moment of it. In the past, such OV'erlapping bas not been experi
enced ani lack of OV'erlapping would l.engthen the time for success of the program.. 
OVerlapping greater than 100% will not speed the program but i1J highly desirable 
tc make sure that weather losses aDi momentary turning away of the head of one ob
server do not cause a coincidence tc be missed. Also, while two simultaneous ob
servations of flashes on the same part of the moon are sufficient tc confirm, a 
third observation would leDi still higher credence tc the results. 

The time for success of the L.M.S. could be shortened in proportion by increas
ing the time observed each year; e.g., if the time were increased 2.48 times, tc 
67 hours per year, the probabilities would indicate success within one year. Bov-
89'er1 more extensive time brackets have proved impractical in the past because they 
scatter the work of the observers engaged in the project 09'er a larger space of 
time ani reduce OV'erlap. The time-span could be iricreased if there were an in
creased number of observers taking part, and for this reason all interested persons 
are urged tc contact Mr. Robert M. AdaJas, 324 South Valley, Neosho, Missouri. 

It should be emphasized that these calculations are based on the 1110st probable 
D;lllllber of meteoritic flashes OV'er a long time span. The L.M.S. could achi&Te its 
fd.rst success tomorrow night, or, again, not for 10 .years. It is most probable 
that if carried out in its present form, it will achitmr its eDi in a little UDder 
2i years. . 

(l) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(7) 

•The Strolling Astronomer,• Jan.-Feb., 1955, IX, 22f. 
"The Strolling Astronomer,• July...Aug., 19551 II, "95fo 
•vega n 1 Volume 21 Number 26. 
8 The Strolling Astronomer,• Har.-Apr., 1955, II, 47f. 
8 The Strolling Astronomer,• Sept.-Oct., 1955, II, 98ff. 
Baldwin, Ralph B., The Face of the Koon, University of Chicago Press, 
1949, p. 173 ff. - ------
w,-ue, c:.c., "The ll'umber of Meteors for Certain Magnitudes and su..,• 
~ Astronoy, !if:., 91, 1936. 

~~ 

Climates in Miniature, by T. Bedford Franklin. 
Pliilosop'hicat Libi'&ii', Inc., New York, 1955. 

138 pages, illustrated. $3. 75. 

Reviewed by Donald Lee Cyr 

In this dq of rockets and atcm bombs, it is good tc know tbat there ia one new 
field of science that is open tc the amateur. The study of micro-cl:l.mates is a 
new science, and one in which the amateur.can make a contribution with Tery little 
equipment. A few thermometers, ani a large amolDlt of patience and perstn'erance 
are all that are required. 

The traditional scope of meteorology is the gram view or the big picture. ~ 
scope of micro-climate study can be your own back ;,aN. An analysis of the dif
ference between the shady side of your home and the s~ side is of supreme im
portance. The sheltering of a hedge row or renected light f'rom a wall will be 
found tc have measurable influences on micro-cl:l:mates. 

The meteorologist is concerned with the temperature measured in a standard white 
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box built to specifications. But the micro-climatist wants to know the temperature 
on the ground, above the ground, and also four inches below the groum. Further, 
he experiments with sprinkled light gravel, with artificially darkened soil, With 
mulch, and with wind-breaks. For example, grape growing once flourished in Scot
laiD. under the auspices of the monks. When the monasteries were removed, the art 
of grape growing became lost. The reason, claims Franklin, may be found in the 
understanding that the monks had for the use of walls to control micro-climates. 
With proper understanding, grapes might again grow in Scotland, he states. 

The amateur astronomer may be little concerned with climatic effects in minia
ture, but at least one application not mentioned by the author was suggested to the 
reviewer. The micro-climates on the earth may well be duplicated in certain areas 
on Mars. The effect of foliage on the temperature four inches below ground com
pared to the effect of Martian deserts may be a worthwhile topic to speculate upon. 
One wonders whether burrowing animals that seek the warmth below the earth's sur
face may have an interesting counterpart on Mars. Perhaps the ''Martians" have 
learned to burrow to maintain warmth at night. 

The book CLIMATES IN MINIATURE may seem, at first glance, to have little to do 
with planetary astronomy, but certainly the ideas contained therein are wortqy of 
examination. The author has a keen sense of detail. which is lost in many studies 
which depend on mean values. The stimulation of his detailed and painstaking ap
proach is well worth the price of admission. 

Geometrical Optics, by L.C. Martin. Philosophical Library, Inc., New York, 1956. 
215 pages, illustrated with line diagrams. $7.50 

Reviewed by William C. Braun 

In this book Dr. Martin has done an excellent job of presenting the subject of 
geometrical optics in a manner that should be comprehensible to the student modestly! 
conversant with analytical geometry and elementary calculus. As a matter of opin
ion, if the reader's mathematical background does not go beyond high school level, 
at least three-fourths of the book should be within his grasp. 

Those who are acquainted with Dr. Martin's two-volume "Technical Optics" will 
find the same lucid and authoritative style in the present volume that marked the 
earlier volumes. Contents are: The Laws of Geometrical Optics, The Paraxial The
ory of Optical Systems, Optical Instruments, The Relations Between Geometrical and 
Physical Optics, The Observation and Recording of Images, Photometry, and Aber
rations of Optical Images. These seven chapters consume 173 pages. Each chapter 
is concluded by a set of exercises, answers to which are given near the end ai the 
book. Thirteen pages of appen:l.ixes, divided into seven sections, follow the bod7 
of the text. 

Probably of special interest to amateur observers are Chapter III, "Optical 
Instruments•, ani Chapter V, "The Observation and Recording of Images"• In the 
former, various types of telescopes and their characteristics are discussed; in the 
latter, the structure and properties of the human eye are lucidly discussed. For 
example, visual acuity in terms of resolution is treated. It is shown, through 
theoretical considerations based on the known cone structure of the retinal mosaic, 
that the resolving power of the unaided eye,for point images should be about 56 
seconds of lll::9,a. figure in good agreement with Hooke's estimate (1671) of one min
ute pf arc. Again, it is shown by a mathematical discussion that, if it is desired 
readily to see the smallest high-contrast detail resolvable by a given well correct
ed objective, the maxinmm useful telescdJ)ic magnifying poww is about 19 times the 
diameter of the objective in centimeters (48 per inch); this is for light of about 
5000 angstroms. 

All iR all, •Oeo-trical Optics• would be a worthwhile addition to the libraries 
of those observers who are interested in advancing their knowledge of the •tools" 
used in their avocation, namely, light and the telescope. 
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Man and the Winds, by E. Aubert de la Rue. Philosophical Library, Inc., 
NewTork,'"i9~5'.--w5 pages. $6.00. Translated from~~ le Vent. 

Reviewed by Donald Lee Cyr 

Many books have been written about the wind from the standpoint of meteorology 
and climatology, but this volUllle appears to be the first attempt to explore the 
relationship between man and the winds. The daily living of man is often uncon
sciously affected by the wind, whether by balmy winds of summer and autUillll, or by 
the gusty winds of winter and spring. Man has benefited in the past from wind 
which drove his sailing vessels, and he benefits today from the wind which helps 
dissipate the industrial smoke created in his cities. 

Man still suffers from cyclones and typhoons, as did his ancestors, and in many 
agricultural areas he must plant windbreaks to shelter his tender vegetables. In 
some regions of the earth particular types of winds occur and each has some impor
tant effect upon man in that region. 

Man benefits from the fohn wind which helps melt the snows of the Alps, and then 
man suffers in the resulting floods. The same type of wind is called chinook in 
the Canadian Rockies, apd the results there are similar. The .£2!!!! ~he 
reputation of being able to melt 23 inches of snow in a day. 

The sirocco is a hot wind which blows froa the Sahara desert, and is reputed to 
have a depressing effect on the soldiers of the Foreign Legion. The sirocco is 
scorchingly dry in some places, am in others is moist after crossing~iter
ranean. 

With the winds capable of creating so much discomfort, it is surprising that the 
w:l.nd indirectly has produced a group of devotees. In France, one may join the 

of the Friends of Old Mills created in 1928. The avowed purpose of this 
soc e y to save he last o the wind mills near Lilla, Calais, and Dunkerque. 
Silllil.ar societies exist in Hollam, and in England also, where the Windmill Section, 
a branch of the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildin~ is trying to save 
the wind mills of Suss~Q:, §iiiTey. ana Kent. Making a methodical classification, 
county by county, of all the w:l.ndmills in Great Britain is one of the objectives 
of this group. 

The European mills, of course, date back to other centuries. Once the mills 
were used for grinding grain into flour, for pumping water, for pressing oil from 
linseed, and for sawing wood. Now the advent of machinery, and of rural electri
fication has Tel-egated the wind mills into a declining state. Even the metal wind 
mills of the American prairie seem on the decline, although wind-chargers appear 
to have gained some popularity in generating free electricity. The large scale 
wind generating projects that have been proposed have always been abamoned as being 
too costly. 

The serrtce we ask' of the wind these days see!IIS little enough, and yet mankind 
owes to the wind a debt of much importance. The wind circulating over the seas 
and bringing rain and moisture to the land is an essential factor upon which the 
population of the world is literally dependent. If the wind appears as an enemy 
of man through destruction of storms, in a larger sense, the wind is a good friend 
of man. 

The book Han and the Winds is interestingly written, and the translation from 
the French has been supplemented with material of general interest. However, some 
of the local customs and provincial proverbs quoted are quite fascinating. For ex
ample, the weather forecasters claim, 

When the wind veers against the sun, 
Trust it not, for back it Will run. 

The effect of unfavorable winds is mentioned in the English proverb, 
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When the wind is in the east, 
'TiS good for neither man nor beast, 

~ favorite proverb bears a note of ~cism, 
WiiXi blowing, Avignon is lllJPleasant, 
WiiXi not blowing, Avignon ~s unhealthy, 

Why anyone would stay in Avignon is not clear, unless the citizens are like those 
in Los Angeles 1 who stay in spite of the smog. 

In summary 1 Jlan and the WiiXis is a scholarly 1 interestingly 1 and completely writ
ten treatise on the subject of the relation of man to the wind, One addition that 
might have been included in the saying, 

'Tis an ill wiiXi 
that blows no good. 

And the effect of wind on seeing conditions for astronomical observers might 
also have been mentioned, 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

.!!!!!. :ght Hemisphere .2£ ~· Mr. Elmer J. Reese, R.n. 21 Box 215X, Uniontown, 
Penna. s offered some comments about Mr. R.M. Baum 1s article on pp. 11·13 of the 
Jan.-Feb., 1956 Strolling Astronomer, We quote part of a letter from Mr. Reese: 
• •••• the night hemisphere of Venus might appear brighter than the surrounding ter
restrial sky by adding its own light to that of the terrestrial sky in front of it; 
but the night hemisphere could never subtract any light from the terrestrial sky in 
front of it. The 'dark phase' could never occur unless there existed a diffuse il
lumination brighter than the night hemisphere of Venus and at a greater distance 
than Venus-such as the zodiacal light for instance, The 'neutral phase' would in
dicate that the intensity of the night hemisphere of Venus was insignificant coa
pared to that of the terrestrial sky, If the intensities of the night hemisphere 
and the terrestrial sky were equal, the night hemisphere would appear uactly twice 
as bright as the surrounding terrestrial sky." --

Rather similar coiiiDlents on Mr. Baum1s discussion have arrived froa Hr. Howard G, 
Allen, ll9 Woodland Ave,, Coatesville, Penna. 

~ ~ W.H. Pickering, These twin craterlets on the surface of the Hare 
l'ecwnitatis have long been a favorite with lunarians. It is remarkable that Beer 
and Maedler described them as exactly alike in every respect. Later selenographers 
f'ound many evident differences; and as Neisen says in his ~J• one would here sen 
to have a strong case for a lunar change sxcept that it is ficult to imagine how 
crater walls can alter their sise and shape. W.H. Pickering drew attention to peri
odic changes in the apparent shapes and sizes of the two craters, changes repeated 
each lunation in at least their general outlines. Pickering invoked lunar mists and 
hoar-frost deposits to &J~plain these changes, both agencies involving us in severe 
theoretical difficulties. An alternative interpretation has been worked out in SOJIII 

detail by Mr. Richard Ba1llll1 the outstanding English lunar and planetary observer and 
Editor of the journal !!!!.• We quote part of a letter from Mr-. BalDI dated September 
22, 1955: 

"As you .are well aware, nearly all the mists of this area have been seen in Mes
sier, though of course the whole region is undoubtedly diffuse. ~ doubts as to the 
reality of the mists were first aroused as a consequence of the pronounced regular
ity of their manifestation. l!row unless we consider large quantities of gas in cavi
ties under the surface it is of course obvious that such could not be the case. 

"The phenomena taken as indicating temporary obscurations include1 
"(1) The luminous diffuse aspect of the shadow of Messier at sunrise, 
•(2) Under a high sun the walls and iaterior details bec01118 very bright and 

take on a most remarkable diffuse uature., 
"(3) Apparent disappearance of the west wall of Messier, giving the for.ation a 
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half-moon or crescent shape, 
"and (4), the comparative haziness of M., to Pickering, 

"On the face of things these points would seem to suggest a possibility of act
ual mist, This would of course be more strongly substantiated if these appearances 
were only periodical, but they are certainly not, being of a most regular kind, 
This fact led me to conclude, following a study of row own and other work, the fol
lowing: - Messier, 

11 (1) ~albedo of the interior, irradiation effects under a high sun, 
11 (2) The seeming presence on the interior of extensive talus, indicated by the 

relatively small floor area, 
11 (3) Obvious shallowness of the ring, 
"(4) Low altitude of the -stern wall, hence small amount of morning shadow, 
11 (5) Floor tone is similar to that of the western mare, so that if we allow the 

above low altitude of the west wall, and take into account the small amount of morn
ing shadow, then it is readily seen how under a high sun the boundary between the 
ring and the 1sea 1 will temporarily disappear, giving rise to the observed half-moon 
and crescent shapes, 

11and ( 6), Great internal reflection, 

11 The mechanism of the seeming mist-appearances, I have sketchily outlined, At sun
rise the fact that Messier lies on the westward facing slope of a longitudinal swell
ing is decided, Sunlight streams in over the low wall on the west, giving rise to a 
certain amount of shadow under the western wall, passes eastward, strikes the east 
inner slopes and is internally reflected back towards the west, lending to the in
terior shadow a certain diffuseness and luminosity, As the sun climbs toward the 
zenith with a subsequent decrease of shadow amount, the tone similarity between the 
crater floor and the mare becomes obvious with the consequence that the west wall 
fades into insignificance and is generally lost to sight unless carefully~wept for, 
All this is fUrther emphasized beyond any doubt by the sharpness of Pickering, which 
seems deeper arrl whose shadow in the morning is much blacker than in Messier, 

"This mechanism is as at first stated only tentative and a fuller statement is in 
preparation, but I feel that the above does give some suggestion as to a more plaus
ible cause, This does not mean to say I disbelieve in lunar mists or indeed in the 
possibility of an attenuated lunar atmosphere, but that mistiness on the moon should 
not be too readily taken as implying the existence of a vaporous substance, without 
at first considering the possibility of optical pheonomena, 11 

An Observation .2f !!! Unidentified Celestial Object, The following observation basi 
been contributed by Mr. Frank c. Clark, 210 E. Fleming, Las Cruces, N. Hex, As with 
other unconfirmed observations of unconventional objects, the true nature of what. was 
seen is likely to remain in doubt, However, we think that this account should inter
est our readers; arrl it would be interesting to have their opinions on the interpre
tation of what Mr, Clark saw, We quote his report: 

"It was about 9:30 P.M., M,S,T, on the night of September 8 1956 (4h 3oM, U.T. 
on September 9), I was observing the planet Mars through a 12t-inch reflector at 
t'ull aperture using a magnification of about 300 diameters without a filter, The 
driving clock was disengaged. The sky was partly cloudy but the planet could usually 
be observed in full brilliance for several minutes at a time between clouds, 

"At this time a faint st.ar-like object of about 11th magnitude was observed to 
pass through the field of vision in a direction opposite to the apparent drift of 
~s and about 1 minute of arc below the lower limb of the planet. This corresponds 
to a true position of about 1 minute of arc above Mars and traveling east, The field 
of vision at the chord of transit was about S minutes of are and the object was ob
served for about 10 seconds of time before passing out of the field, The telescope 
~s moved so as to follow the object which once again was observ~ to transit the 
field in about 10 seconds, Mars of course was not in the field during this second 
observation, Once again the telescope was moved in an attempt to track the object, 
A glimpse was caught but only for an instant, possibly because of cloud, As far as 
could be ascertained the object was of a yellowish color, 

"During 10 seconds of time the Earth rotates about 2ft of are. Since the field 
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Figure 4. Lunar Crater Gutenberg. 
H. P. Wilkins. 25-inch Cambridge Refractor. 

370X. September 26, 1953. 

was 5• of arc, the object moved 7t• of arc in 10 seconds of t:!Jne or l degree in l 
minute arrl 20 seconds. Assuming a satellite, this corresponds to a period of revo
lution of about 7 hours and 46 minutes, a distance of about 6,500 miles from the 
Earth's surtace and a mean orbital velocity of about 9,600 miles per hour. 

"These orbital data were read from a chart on page 63 of the Bell Aircraft Co. 
booklet~~!£.!: Rocket Engines (1954). The distance from the Earth is alti
tude rather than geocentric distance,. and therefore a foreshortening correction must 
be applied. However it is likely that this discrepancy is less than the probable 
error resulting from inaccuracies in the estimated time of field transit." 

Gutenberg. We invite attention to Dr. H.P. Wilkins' drawing of this lunar for
mation with a 25-inch refractor (Figure 4). Many of the clefts shown are newly dis
covered, he writes. Dr. Wilkins considers this drawing a good example of superior 
lunar views allowed by large apertures. It would be interesting to determine how 
;much of the detail shown is visible in smaller telescopes of different sizes • 
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_~_'u_,_,_B_E_R_2 _________ 6_0_G_A_R_D_E_.~_- _S_TREETJ CA:'\tBRIDGE 38, ~fAss. 

NATIONWIDE MOONWATCH ALERT 

The NfOONVVATCH program has now reached the stage at which a nationwide 
practice session is both desirable and necc:-.sary. The first such alert will probably 
be held between the Iauer part of November and Christmas, 1956. The exact 
date is to be announced about two weeks in advance. This will be a full-scale 
rehearsal, including a communications tryout. Each ~fOON\t\'ATCH station 
will be expected to report its " results" to Cambridge by radio or te lephone. 

Concerning International Co-operation: 
]n this second bulletin for visual satell ite ob

servers, we send greetings to the delegates at the 
Barcelona conference o[ the International Geophysical 
Year (September 10-15, 1956), and through them to 

all citizens of their respective coun tries who wish to 
participate in the lGY artificial sa tellite program. 
\>\1e take this opportunity LO invite amateur astrono
mers and other active watchers of the sky to share 
in the visual satellite observing program which was 
announced in Bulletin No. I (SI<y and Telescope, 
.July, 1956). A lready, visual observers in the United 
States have begun the organization of stations for 
satellite observation. 

T he visual program has been termed 1\IOON
WATCH to distinguish it from the precision photo
graphic satellite tracking, which has been described 
elsewhere and to which internationa l participation 
has a lso been invited. Optical specifications for the 
precision Schmidt-type tracking cam eras were calcu
lated by Dr. James G. Baker , who, as most of you 
know, was the optica l designer of the super-Schmidt 
meteor cameras used in the H arvard meteor program. 
The Baker design ca lls for a modified Schmidt system 
using a 31-inch spherical mirror and a triple corrector 
plate. The mechanical features of the tracking cam
eras, including shutter, timing, and film-transport 
mechanisms and the satellite tracking drive, have been 
designed by .Joseph Nunn and Associates of Los 
Angeles. :Manufacture of certa in parts o f these cam
eras has begun. Pyrex bla nks for 12 such mirrors are 
in production at the Corning Glass Compahy. 

1\!00NWATCH observers, though not directly 
participating in the photographic tracking of the 
satellite, will have much to do with the success o[ 
the precision program. The big cameras can go to 
work effectively only after a preliminary orbit of the 
artificia l sa tellite has been obta ined from visual or 
radio spouings. Also, in the last stages of the sa tcl· 
li te's life, when the rapid changes in its orbit may g ive 
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valuable information about upper atmosphere de n!Joi
ties, the Yisual observations will be of paramount 
importance. 

The wider a nd more extensive participation 011 

the part of amateur astronomers and other nonprofes
sional observers everywhere is now possible because 
plans for the visual program have made important 
progress during the summer. All interested persons 
in other countries should make their desire to take 
part in this program known to the Smithson ian As
trophysical Observatory through their Yespective IG Y 
committees. It is planned that an authorited coor
dinator of visual observers will be appointed by the 
ICY committee in each country. 

Dr. Armand Spitz is the coordinator for the 
United States. H e is advised by a national commiuec 
of experienced visual observers whose chairman is 
G. R. \\' right. Subject to the discretion of the respec
tiYe coordinators in other ICY countries, similar ad
visory committees may be created. 

All requests for further information and other 
communications from foreign participan ts should be 
directed through their natiomtl coordinators and ICY 
committees. Essential information on observing pro
cedures will, however, be contained in these buller ins, 
to be distributed to observers in other countries 
through these same channels. 

As representatives of the senetariat of the Inter
national Geophysical Year, we welcome observers 
everywhere to assist in .,the satellite program, which 
offers an unparallelctl opportunity lor the capable 
nonprofessional astronomer to make a significant 
scientific contribu tion. 1\lay we hear from you through 
your local International Geophysical Year organi ta-
lion. 

FRED L. \ VHII'J>LE, Director 
Smithsonian AstrOJlhy~iGt l Observatory 

.J . At.u::-: H vi'a K, As'iociate Director 
In Charge of Satellite Trarking Program 



III. Optical lnst.-uments for MOONW ATCH Observers 

A. The Optical System. The specifications for 
optiral devices must be somewhat flexible, LO avoid 
undue expense to volunteers who are already giving 
freely of their time and effort. But the telescopes used 
must conform to certain broad requirements of aper
wre, size of field, and magnification. 

The brightness of the satellite will range from 
scarcely naked-eye visibility to between 8th and 9th 
magniwde. averaging about magnitude 7. An instru
ment with an aperture of about 50 millimeters (two 
inches) will be needed to show the satellite and its 
background stars easily. 

The magnification must be low enough to pro
vide a wide field, but at the same time utilize the 
full light-gathering power of the objective. Thus, 
the instrument's exit pupil (the bright spot seen 
when the telescope is held away from the · eye and 
pointed to a daytime sky) should not be larger than 
the pupil of the observer's eye when it is nearly dark
adapted. The diameter of the exit pupil is equal to 
the aperture divided by the magnification. This con
dition will be met for a 50-millimeter instrument by 
a magnifying power of 6x or 7x. 

Numerous considerations have dictated that the 
field of view of a standard MOONWATCH instru
ment should not be less than 10 degrees. It is clear 
that a wide-angle eyepiece is a necessity. If, for in
stance, we use a 60-degree eyepiece and a power of 
6x, the field of view will be 60 f 6 or 10 degrees in 
diameter. 

Therefore, the basic specifications for a suitable 
MOONWATCH instrument are: 

Objective diameter 

Magnifying power 

Field of view 

45 to 55 millimeters 

6x to 7x 

I 0 to 12 degrees 

Some observers may already possess large binocu
lars or monoculars meeting these general specifica
tions. Ordinary binoculars will not suffice, as their 
field is too small. 

Do not trust the rated field, but always make an 
observational check on each instrument introduced 
at the station. The two pointer stars of the Big 
Dipper (• and~ Ursae Majoris) are 5.4 degrees apart, 
and the two stars at the top of the Dipper's bowl (• 
and 8 Ursae Majoris) mark 10.1 degrees. An instru
ment that does not conveniently accommodate the 
entire bowl of the Dipper should be avoided; smaller 
fields would require more observers. 

Making a suitable binocular or monocular will 
be possible for many amateurs, by mounting appro
priate lenses and eyepieces obtained from an optical 
supply house. Prismatic optical systems are not at all 
necessary. They involve additional expense, and often 
result in a considerable loss of light. 

The choice between monoculars and binoculars 
is largely a matter of individual preference. Investi
gations carried out this summer, coupled with the 
judgment of experienced observers, indicate that a 
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mouocular is sufficient, and indeed in some cases is 
to be preferred to binoculars. Members of MOON· 
WATCH teams may wish to experiment for them
selves. 

One advantage of a monocular is that when it is 
used with a plane mirror, as described later in this 
bulletin, a smaller and therefore less expensive 
mirror can be employed. 

B. Mounting the Instrument. Since comfort over 
extended periods of observation is absolutely essential 
for the efficiency of MOONWATCH teams, it is rec
ommended that the monocular (or binoculars) be 
rigidly mounted in a fixed position, in ·the plane of 
the meridian, as shown in the accompanying diagram. 
Attached a few inches in front of the objective should 
be a small plane mirror of high quality. The tele
scope-mirror assembly should be adjustable, so the 
desired portion of the sky along the meridian can be 
brought into view. 

The mirror should be aluminized or silvered on 
its front surface, like the diagonal flat o[ a Newtonian 
reflector, and must be large ·enough to utilize the en
tire objective. While the mirror ought to be of optical 
quality, the relatively low magnification of the satel
lite tracking telescope will not demand the surface 
precision of a Newtonian diagonal. 

CIRCULAR FIELD- 12° 

1------ 22 '.12° ------! 

CIRCULAR FIELD- 8° 

The chief reason for requiring large fields of view in 
MOONWATCH instruments is explained here. The 
circles represent the sky areas visible to adjacent ob
servers, and the square fields have to overlap by an 
amount taken here as 1! degrees. Note that, to cover 
a 22!-degree portion of the meridian? three observers 
with 12-degree circular fields can do the work of five 
observers with 8-degree fields. To set up a "meridional 
fence" 120 degrees long would require about 28 ob
seroers with 8-degree fields? but only 17 observers if 

the fields are each 12 degrees. 



IV. Layout and Organization of a MOONW ATCH Station 

A. The Obseroing Team. The basic principle of 
MOONWATCH station organization is that there be 
a team of observers, each of whom maintains con
tinuous watch (during the observing interval) of a 
specified sky area on the celestial meridian. These 
areas overlap so the satellite cannot cross this "meridi
onal fence" without being detected. This arrange
ment should be used at least during the first observa
tions for the acquisition of the satellite. 

The director of each station, appointed upon 
recommendation by the advisory committee for visual 
observers in each country, shall have the responsibility 
for recruiting and selecting observers. Although it is 
to be expected that many people will offer their 
services, the station director must select for his senior 
observers only those whose experience indicates both 
reliability and observing skill. Senior observers are 
those who will man the main north-south or meridi
onal line. 

Each person on this line will be assigned one 
specific area along the celestial meridian for which 
he will be responsible. A vital requirement is that 
this observer must not leave his post during the ob
serving session for any reason, no matter how in
triguing or exasperating the distraction. Even though 
another watcher may suddenly call out "There it is!" 
a senior observer should not quit his own sky area. 
There is always the possibility of a misidentification, 
and the real satellite could pass unnoticed if observer's 
do not stay devotedly at their posts. 

Alternate observers should be available, ·if the 
number in the group permits, to act in the event 
of unavoidable absences of senior observers, or to 
spell them if their eyes become fatigued. 

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that looking 
for the satellite on MOONWATCH teams is a serious 
task. Orbits will be calculated from the observations 
that visual observers make, and the usefulness of the 
large Schmidt stations in various parts of the world 
may be seriously impaired if some visual observer 
fails to stay faithfully at his post. 

B. Station Geometry. The basic requirements to 
be satisfied are that the entire meridian from a north
ern to a southern limit, dictated by the latitude of the 
station, is adequately covered, with suitable overlap, 
and that the meridian is defined in the field. 

The site selected for the station should be rea
sonably level ground, with an unrestricted view of the 
northern and southern sky. Freedom from street and 
house lights is an obvious requirement. 

At the center of the observing area, a pole about 
25 to 35 feet high may be erected, accurately vertical. 
This could be a wooden mast or a metal pipe. Per
haps a tall television mast as used in fringe .regions 
may offer an adequate solution in some cases. A thin 
wire or string with a plumb bob should be suspended 
from the top of the pole for a check on verticality 
before the start of observations. The pole is to be 
fitted with stay wires and turnbuckles, in order to 

correct any tilt of the pole that may develop. 
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This pole, with a crossbar at or near the top, 
can serve as a meridian marker for observers spaced 
along the main north-south line, which passes through 
it. Especially for twilight and nighttime adjustments, 
two small lights can be mounted on the pole at the 
proper height, one on the north side and the other 
on the south. The observer can then accurately align 
his instrument by tilting it until the light appears 
in the exact center of his field. Of course, these lights 
will be out during actual observations. 

I I 
I f I 

I f I/,' 
I I I I I 

If,, I 

II II/ 

I I/,~' 
lit II 
lit/' ;;;/ 

MAIN NORTH-SOUTH L INE 

When the observing instruments are set up along the 
main north-south line of the station, each one will be 
oriented by means of the junction of the mast and the 
crossbar. The upper part of the diagram shows how 
the resputive 12-degree fields overlap on the celestial 

meridian. 

The particular spacing of observers along the 
north-south line shall be decided by the station direc
tor, in accordance with the effective fields of the in
struments used, which will determine the minimum 
number of observers required for full meridional 
coverage with adequate overlap. The pattern of posi
tions can be conveniently marked by pegs in the 
ground if permanent observing piers are not used. 

The criterion lor spacing MOONWATCH ob
servers should be the square field of each instrument. 
specifically, the side of the square inscribed in the 
circular field. The length of this side is 0.707 times 
the diameter of the field. Thus, to obtain an 8-degree 



.. qu.trl' field. the lnstrumt•tH must han· a clrndar lit·ld 
nt ahnm II dt·~n·t·s. The starlmt din•nor. in pladnA 
hi~ oh!\l'l'\Tr:o.. !\hould anang-t' to han· the sut.Tc~si,·e 

:»lfll~tn• lidd!\ along the meridian onTlap hy one or 
rwo dcp.n·t·s. 

Projt·n :\IOOX\\'.\TCH welcome~ invcnth·encss 
a~ ion~ as the fundamental requin•mt•ttt:, arc covered. 
\\'t• ,\·ish w enc:ourage the greatest degree of scientific 
inidath·e n.msistent with the success of the visual 
program. Ht·nn•. the statements above t·mu·erning 
~ration layout and geometry should be regarded only 
as recommended prot·edures to gain a particular pur
pose. .\ station director may wish to dispense with 
the central pole, if his observers use adequate reticles 
in the observing instruments, and if the latter are 
properly oriented. Authorized representatives of the 
atl\·isory committee in each country will decide 
whether or not a particular station adequately satisfies 
the requirements. 

C. Setting up the North-South Line. Regardless 
of what modifications in observing methods may be 
adopted by the station director, a north-south line 
along which the observers are placed is essential. The 
most direct method of finding this line is to note the 
shadow of the pole at the instant of local apparent 
noon, when Lhe sun is on the meridian of your station. 

To predict what your watch or clock should read 
when the sun is actually on the meridian, two correc
tions must be applied to 12:00:00 apparent local time 
to convert it to the desired standard time. The first 
is the equation of time, to be applied with its sign 
reversed. The second is the longitude correction. If 
your observing station is west o£ the standard meridian 
of your time zone, add four minutes of time for each 
degree of longitude difference, and four seconds of 
time for each minute of arc longitude difference; if 
east, this correction is subtracted. 

Example: Suppose we wish to lay out the north
south line at a MOONWATCH station in longitude 
ili 0 18' west, by observing the central pole's shadow 
on December I, 1956. For the time of observation, the 
e4<mtion of time is +10"' 47', according to page 16 of 
the American Ephemeris. Also, the observing station 
i., I, 18' west of the 75th meridian, the standard 
meridian for Eastern standard time, corresponding to 
+5"' 12'. Then, 

12:00:00-00:10:47 + OO:O!i:l2 ~ ll:!i1:25. 
Therefore, we watch the course of the shadow and at 
11:5·1:25 a.m. EST mark its posiLion. This mark and 
the t·entraJ pole define the north-south line. 

There ;ue, of rourse, other more acntrate methods 
by whkh the trained astronomer or surveyor ran ob
win a north-south line. 

IJ. Timing J·:quifnnf'nl. II is (•xpectl'd Lhat each 
o,tation n-lll be equipped n·ith a radio l't'(eiver lO 
oiHain prt·dsion time signals, and adt·quatl' mc.·ans 
lor n·<onliug thi~ tiTtlt'. .\gain. thert' i~ a ('Onsidc.·rahlc.· 
'( opl' lor ingenuit) and in\'('ntin·m·-,~. providt'd that 
tht' p;t .... ag(' ol the ~att·llite ano~~ lht' ('t~Jttral line of a 
giH'JJ hdd j, I'('('OI'dt.•d to a Ira( tion or;( ... l'nllld. 

Fol in,lalh ,., il a magllt'tif I ape l'l'corclcr j, avail-

(" 

able, short-wan• timt· ~ignals and Lite \'oiccs ol rhe 
observers t'itll he renu·dc..·d direnly on tape, giving a 
permanent ret'ord. If this method is used at a station, 
it is very important that eat:h obst~rver ntn he :1de· 
quately recorded, perhaps by means ol <111 individual 
lapel minophone. 

.\ detailed desrription of a tape recon1er sysLem 
for timing astronomit:al observations ls given by 
M. Francis in the October issue of Sit)' and Telescope.. 

V. Position Recording of the Satellite 
The position of the satellite in the sky can be 

determined with good accuracy by simple visual ob
servation, when proper care is taken. 

The essential data required from the main-line 
observers are the time and alti£ude of the satellite's 
passage across the meridian. This time can be ob
tained by carefully noting the instant the satellite is 
occulted or blocked out by the meridian pole. In 
addition, a calm and experienced observer can note 
the position angle of its track. It would be well to 
alert instantly the two observers who have the adjoin
ing areas under watch, but this should not be allowed 
to interfere with recording the time, which has top 
priority. 

The most accurate means of finding the meridian 
altitude is to have the observer plot, immediately 
after the passage of the satellite, its track in the field 
of background stars, if any are visible. Since each 
observer is responsible only for a narrow belt of 
declination he can prepare in advance a star chart 
for his zone. · On this can be marked for any given 
day the transit times of successive stars. For example, 
if the observer has timed the passage of the satellite 
at 5:22:37 a.m., he can at once refer to the appropriate 
field on his chart and trace the path of the satellite 
from immediate memory. This must be done before 
the observer is distracted by anything whatsoever. 
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